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SpringerLink
The world’s leading research platform –  
now faster and more accurate 
SpringerLink is Springer’s comprehensive online delivery platform, providing easy  
access to more than 8 million resources in the world’s most complete online collection  
of STM books, journals, reference works, protocols and databases.

And now SpringerLink has been reinvented. The new platform, built on the latest tech-
nologies, has more sophisticated search and discovery tools, that deliver results with the 
speed, accuracy and convenience that today’s researchers need. 

For Libraries, administering the platform is now easier than ever; new practical, manage-
ment tools enable librarians to manage the platform with minimal effort, freeing them to 
devote more time to other responsibilities.  

An unparalleled resource for scientific research 
The shift to digital content has led to an explosion of accessible information. With this 
increased availability of digital content, the ability to locate material that is both relevant 
and trusted is critical. SpringerLink delivers fast, accurate access to the highest quality 
academic research from Springer, one of the world’s leading STM publishers.  

Since its inception in 1842, Springer has embodied a commitment to publishing the 
world’s highest quality scientific, medical and technical research. Along the way, Springer 
has published the work of more than 190 Nobel laureates, including ten of the  eleven 
2013 winners for Chemistry, Economics, Medicine and Physics. Springer is and has always 
been ‘content led’ with a firmly established reputation among librarians and researchers 
for providing only the highest quality research. And Springer remains committed to  
the values that make great publishing. Our authors, editors, peer-reviewers and publica-
tion processes are among the best in the industry.  In short, Springer content is trusted 
content. 

SpringerLink delivers more than 100,000 eBooks  and over 2,700 Journals, including  
of the many of the world’s leading publications. eBooks on the platform include mono- 
graphs, textbooks, handbooks, atlases, reference works, protocols, book series and 
lecture notes. SpringerLink is a constantly growing resource with new works added all 
the time. More than 7,000 new STM books and 2,000 protocols are added every year,  
and more than 12,000 journal articles every month. In addition, Springer’s book series 
grow as each volume is published and eReferences are updated with the release of  
each new edition. 

Expanding the scholarly 
research landscape

100,000+ eBooks 
since 1842

30,000+ 
Protocols

2,700+ Journals since 1997 
Journals Archive (pre 1997)

300+ Reference Works 
4,000+ Book Series since 1842

Over 8 million 
Documents

Maximum flexibility and 
usability with no DRM
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Springer Archives
Also available on SpringerLink are the Springer Archives. The Springer Archives includes 
previously hard to find journals and now books authored by leading scientists whose work 
laid the foundations for much of today’s scientific understanding.  Delivered alongside 
current online resources, the Springer Archives provides a seamless link from the great 
works and discoveries of the past to today’s leading scientific research.

The Springer Journal Archives currently includes more than 2 million articles from over 
1,000 journals, going back to volume 1, issue 1 and, with the completion of the Springer 
Book Archives project, will have around 100,000 previously hard to find titles. 

Springer has a long history of publishing significant books that have helped to train and 
inform generations of researchers. As part of our ongoing commitment to the scientific 
community, Springer invested in a major initiative: The Springer Book Archives – around 
100,000 high-quality books dating from 2004 back to the 1840s, available on SpringerLink 
and in print.

 

 

Improved design and user interface 
SpringerLink content is semantically 
linked to create a vast but navigable 
network of information.  Using  
SpringerLink’s intuitive tools, 
researchers can easily identify and 
access additional documents relevant  
to their search.

Speed to best facilitate research
Digital delivery, semantic linking and 
modern search tools have changed the 
way that research is conducted.  
Today, researchers typically navigate 
directly to the pertinent section of a 
particular work to determine its  
relevance to their investigation. In 
this environment, speed matters and 
SpringerLink is fast.  The optimized 
delivery network facilitates the fastest 
possible distribution of content across 
the globe, delivering pages 3 times 
faster than the previous platform. 
SpringerLink is faster than its fastest 
competitor and faster than 65%  
of all sites on the web. We know that 
seconds count. 

Improved, library admin tools 
SpringerLink’s streamlined library 
administration toolset reduce the time 
and effort required to manage the 
platform. Improved, library admin tools 
include: 

 • Easier access to usage stats 
 • Simplified co-branding tools 
 • Searching within subscribed content
 • Downloadable collections lists

SpringerLink is for everyone, providing 
maximum flexibility and usability  
for Library patrons.  With no DRM 
limitations, patrons can easily access 
their content from any location and on 
almost any platform. 

Mobile optimized 
Mobile optimized responsive design of 
headers and menus allows for optimal 
browsing on a desktop, tablet or phone 
without losing any essential function-
ality or pushing critical content further 
down the page.  

Benefits of SpringerLink

Ideal for viewing on  
any device

“If I have been able to see farther than 
others, it was because I stood on the 
shoulders of giants.”
Sir Isaac Newton
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Subject Areas
Content in each Springer subject area has been carefully pre-selected for its relevance, 
streamlining the browsing experience for researchers with an interest in a given topic.  
A rotating set of featured eBooks and eJournals keep researchers up to date with the latest 
publications in their field.  

Streamlined search and relevant results
Researchers need accurate search results in seconds, but they also need to ensure 
comprehensive knowledge of developments in their field. SpringerLink search results 
include related documents from any format. If a new eBook title covers a specific topic, 
researchers will find it as part of their workflow.

 

Browse by Industry or science area

More than 8 Million documents

See all activity within your own  
organization

Browse by content type

Learn more about highlighted books 
and journals
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To speed up their day-to-day research on SpringerLink 
researchers can:
 • Use auto suggest for search terms 
 • Download content directly from the search results
 • Read a two-page preview directly from the search results
 • Use filters to make their results even more accurate

In addition to the technology improvements on the backend, the SpringerLink homepage 
has also been given a cleaner, simpler design. The new search results page makes it even 
easier to navigate to the most popular options, enabling users to jump straight to an 
abstract or immediately download the full text of a document.   

SpringerLink allows researchers to set the search parameters so that they only see content 
they can access. This eliminates the frustration felt when users are presented with content 
they cannot immediately access and refines the search results to the available content. 

Library Administration Tools
Throughout the development of the new platform, Springer consulted librarians to  
understand which library tools were essential and how they could be improved. 

Easy access to real time COUNTER compliant usage statistics is vital. In an environment 
where librarians are increasingly resource constrained, the ability to justify expenditures 
with accurate usage data is crucial. By providing accurate, accessible usage data,  
SpringerLink gives librarians the information they need to make more intelligent content 
purchase decisions and to demonstrate the value of the library collection.

With SpringerLink, librarians can upload their institutional logo for a more  
clearly co-branded site that gives confidence to end-users. Co-branding unobtrusively 
reminds users of the value of the library; it’s their library that has delivered the vital infor-
mation they are reading.

Downloadable lists of collections allow for more transparency in day-to-day collection 
management and quicker answers to patron enquiries. And the ability to restrict search 
results to library owned content drives usage of that content and provides patrons a 
simpler route to the information they need.
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Look Inside 
SpringerLink’s Look Inside feature gives researchers and librarians alike access to the 
first  two pages for each chapter or article of any eBook or journal. This allows researchers 
gauge the value and relevance of the title before they make a download decision. The 
Look Inside feature has been augmented to include eJournals and other content types.

Preview of articles and chapters

Browse Volumes & Issues

“Look Inside”  for books and journals
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Flexible Access 
Institutions have complex partner relationships across the world, as well as operating  
from multiple sites.  Academics work from home, are engaged in fieldwork and may be 
on loan to industry as well as spending time on the road between conferences. This is the 
reality of modern academia. SpringerLink is instantly available from any location and  
on virtually any device, providing researchers with constant access to the latest research.  
And access can be enabled via IP identification, username and password and through 
Athens or Shibboleth authentication.

MyCopy
MyCopy lets users order a personal soft cover edition of Springer eBook titles for a fraction  
of the usual print cost. Available to registered patrons of libraries that have purchased 
Springer eBook titles or collections, MyCopy includes over 25,000 titles. Since launch in 2008 
this print-on-demand service has proved extremely popular, with students and researchers 
purchasing over 10,000 copies to date across the countries where the service is available.

Library Management System Integration
SpringerLink integrates seamlessly with local library systems and OPAC’s to become 
an essential part of existing systems and workflows. MARC records are provided free 
of charge either direct from Springer or through the OCLC WORLDCAT service – visit 
springer.com/MARC for more details.

Online First
With Online First™ researchers can access peer-reviewed articles even before print publi-
cation.  The article text is fully searchable and citable by Digital Object Identifiers (DOI), but 
available much more quickly, accelerating the circulation of critical discoveries.

Open Choice
Open Choice authors can choose to make their articles open access, even when publishing 
in one of Springer’s highly respected subscription-based journals. Open Choice articles  
can be archived in institutional or funder repositories and can be made immediately 
publicly accessible. Articles are published under the Creative Commons Attribution  
(CC BY) license and copyright remains with the author. Open choice gives authors all the 
benefits of open access, with the reputation of Springer’s leading scientific journal titles.

Alerts
SpringerAlerts is the free, convenient alert service that lets researchers and librarians 
choose publication alerts based on author, subject, keyword and publication details. And 
it’s customizable to deliver exactly the information researchers need. More than 400,000 
subscribers depend on SpringerAlerts for updates on new research: springer.com/alerts.

Learn more  •  springer.com/librarians

Your research. Your choice.
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Purchasing and Licensing
SpringerLink is available to academic institutions, governments and corporations and  
is purchased by everyone from small colleges on a single site to global organizations  
with multiple locations. Tailored licensing options are based on research intensity and  
the number of patrons. Librarians need flexibility, transparency and the ability to  
manage on-going costs to meet the demands of contemporary library administration;  
SpringerLink is designed to meet the needs of very different organizations. Librarians can 
deal with Springer directly, though consortia or through one of our business partners: 
springer.com/salescontacts

About Springer
Springer Science+Business Media (springer.com) is a leading global scientific publisher, 
providing researchers in academia, scientific institutions and corporate R & D departments 
with quality content via innovative information products and services. Springer is also a 
trusted local-language publisher in Europe – especially in Germany and the Netherlands –  
primarily for physicians and professionals working in the automotive, transport and 
healthcare sectors. Roughly 2,000 journals and more than 7,000 new books are published 
by Springer each year, and the group is home to the world’s largest STM eBook collection, 
as well as the most comprehensive portfolio of open access journals. 

Support 
The Springer worldwide help desks  
offer expert answers to technical  
or access questions any time via email: 
onlineservice@springer.com, fax or 
phone.
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Would you like to know more?  
Contact Springer today 
Visit springer.com/salescontacts to find your  
local Springer representative!  

Contact  
us!


